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matter what his culture or era of history; and 3)the civil discourse and growing
consensus absolutely required for us to live together in a truly human society (pp.
165,166).
.
Second, the authors competently defend both the quintessence of the principle
of double effect and the need to develop its implications beyond the standard
views of moralists prior to Vatican II. In this regard, they mention favorably the
efforts of Germain Grisez (p. 190). I find parts of this section, however, somewhat
lacking in clarity. With Marcellino Zalba I would , for example, see in the removal
of healthy sexual organs in order to prevent the spread of cancer an application of
the principle of totality , not the principle of double effect. Zalba has also argued
for the development of the latter principle in the context of the difficult question
which Grisez also treats: May one remove an inviable fetus from the worn b when
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hand is forced to choose, we should not shrink from saying we had to
sacrifice someone of inestimable worth , instead of hiding behind euphemisms and rationalizations. Perhaps this will help us establish greater respect
for human lives in our public policy decisions (p. 17):

Afte-r being thus informed in the opening chapter that immorality can contribute toward greater respect for human life, the perceptive reader will now, as
the saying goes, "expect little and not be disappointed." There follow three
chapters on our religious, philosophical , and political heritage which are intended
somehow to buttress a general claim that human life has. value. The full meaning
of that tradition is not made clear; however, for two reasons.
First, the chapters are poorly written. ("One and a half million babies are
therapeutically [!] aborted every year. There are thousands of children in homes
with only a single parent, 90 percent of these being mothers" [p. 72] . )
Second, there are numerous logical inconsistencies and instances of questionbegging. An example of the latter: We are told (p. 7 4) that "the fetus is not
clearly a person, not that is, to everyone involved in the debate." Soon, however,
we are expected simply .to accept the author's assumption that the fetus is clearly
not a person, but is rather a "not-yet-personal form of human life" which
"unimpeded, will become a human person" (pp. 84, 86).
After a chapter urging that society place technology at the service of human
good, the author closes with a chapter in which he outlines his theory of choice
for this kind of "life-affirming society ." He suggests three possible positions which
he calls A, B and C. These are apparently intended to represent some sort of
absolutist, middle, and utilitarian positions with regard to life-related choices
; although what exactly the author means is not clear. He warns that A must be
TWO VIEWS ON:
eld consistently, or one cannot call himself a proponent of A, but then goes on
. to suggest that we adopt A, but keep B as a "backup" and use C "in an emergency" (p. 143 ).
.
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later converts to pro-life activism such as John Noonan, James Burtchaell, a d
Bernard Nathanson.
Measured against this background, An Apology for the Value of Human I.
must be adjudged to be a major disappointment. It is noteworthy for its resea
into the religious, philosophical and political heritage of a respect for the valm
human life. Prof. Thomasma is painstaking in his ' documentation of these tr;
tions. He points out that a respect for the inherent and equal value of all hu r
beings under God has been a normative basis for ethical discussions for centur
He expands quite effectively on the notion that the equal worth of persons liE
the heart of all major religions and that the value of life is tied to a vision of (
With formidable documentation, he weighs the impact of the traditions and d
onstrates that what people cherish about the past is a sense of commitment t o
value of human life.
It is in completing his syllogism that Thomasma is deficient. He turns a
from his own document~tion to arrive at a conclusion that is a non-sequitur.
conclusion is that because society is so deeply divided on the issue, "it makes
sense to legislate one party's answer, an answer viewed as coercive by ano U
Pending the arrival of a consensus, he recommends that "it is better to err 0 1
side of human choice than to artificially resolve the issue through legislat
What starts out as an apology for the value of human life thus deteri o
terminally into an apology for the "pro-choice" position.
Part of the problem derives from Thomasma's failure to define the i
properly. Early in the book, he describes the Supreme Court decisions in R
Wade and Doe v. Bolton as "allowing states to draft laws permitting abc
during the first trimester . " Anyone describing those infamous decisions in s
way 10 years after they were written and after 10 years of total implemen1
of abortion on demand for the full nine months of pregnancy, must be dis
fied as an authority . No serious legal scholar, on either side of the abortion
believes that what Thomasma says is what the Supreme Court said or inten (
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At another point, the author states categorically that "abortion does n c lead
to euthanasia. The two are quite distinct." Does he really want to den that
eugenic abortion for Down's syndrome was the precursor to the Baby D -type
infanticide of Down's syndrome newborns? Or th(lt denial of therapy fo new·
barns with Down 's syndrome prepared the way for denial of therapy t c older
children with Down's syndrome (e.g., Philip Becker)?
Thomasma also fails to understand that we are not now in a state of susj: m ded
animation awaiting the arrival of a consensus. Legislation derivative f the
Supreme Court's mysterious discovery of a right to privacy in the Constit1 ion is
in place in all 50 states. All attempts to find small areas where the r ~ht to
abortion does not prevail have been futile. Spousal consent has failed, p rental
consent for minors has failed, rudimentary requirements for informed < .nse nt
have failed, minimal medical standards for free-standing clinics have failed.
Nothing less prevails than an unfettered maternal right to a dead baby.
We might now devoutly wish that the pro-abortion lobby had waited or the
arrival of a consensus before sabotaging our traditions of respect for the ·- due of
human life. Pro-abortionists were not deterred by the consistent failur e )f pro·
abortion referenda in state after state. They were not deterred by the c o .sistent
refusal of almost every state legislature to accept abortion on demand . T 1ey are
not deterred to this day by the accumulation of data from polls by Rope) Harris
and Gallup which show that the majority of people in the United States st l l reject
the Supreme Court position even after a decade of indoctrination. As 3ernard
Nathanson has clearly demonstrated, abortion on demand was an elitist m inoritY
position only salvaged from the rubbish heap of rejection by the imprim atur of
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Sible choice. Here readers familiar with Grisez 's work will note that Shaw presents
these guidelines in a negative way, insofar as these guidelines for choosing rightly
should "tell us which ways of acting are not consistent with inclusivistic choice"
~p. 44). This marks a new development in Grisez's work (for in his earlier writings,
~ncluding Beyond the New Morality, he had articulated his modes of responsibility
~n an affirmative way, except for the negative norm that we are not to destroy ,
~~P~de, or inhibit any human good) ; yet this is a development that Grise z makes
Sh his as ye~ unpublished monumental work on fundam~ntal moral theology and
aw, who Is familiar with Grisez's more recent work, incorporates this developRussell Shaw
ment into his presentation.
c In the final chapters, Shaw admirably shows why some specific sorts of
.
"t
f Notre Dame Press Notre Dame, Ind. , 1982, 90 pp. , $2 . ~.
•
.
rd pre- t~~crete mor~l norms are absolute (those, namely, whose violation would mean
Unwersz y o
· 1
d straigh t Jrwa ·
at: ~ne acts m ways contrary to the modes of responsibility directing us not to
This brief well-written· book is intende d as a strop e an .
f p ·et forth JO
~c human goods out of hostility or out of preference for other goods) .
of t' he ethical theory of Germain Grisez, a theory more u _ .:0 d in the
sen t a t ton
.
d h ·N
Moral zt an
· Pro ~dthese. ch~pters he likewise discusses the problem of ambiguous action and
the work Shaw co-authored with Gnsez, Bey on t e ~w
cc ·ded in thJI
the VI es ~tdelmes for resolving the ambiguities (particularly through considering
other writings of Grisez. In my opinion, Shaw_ ha_s a~mirably su ~ : ~u rnrnarY~r
beinw~y In which the same external action can be differently related to our moral
eaders
familiar
with
Grisez's
work
wtll
fmd
It
an
excellelt
..
··
..
,
Shall'
~
purpos e . R
. .
.d
d'
In m v , te vv , .
tiali ~· hrough a difference in intentionality), offers good criticisms of consequen. . of partJcu·
. thought useful for communicatmg It to a WI er au tenc~ .
1
h 1s
rela:· ~ ways of thinking, and shows the inadequacy of such views as cultural
•
·
·
·
hich can 1 \:
b k with its stimulating questions for discussion, IS one w .
lVISrn, subjectivism, and situation ethics. In the concluding chapter he disla~ov;lue in teaching high school students and in adult educatwn.
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·
h' b t en religion and morality.
.
cusses the relation~ IP. e we
atible with the teaching of the Church an IS
This work, which IS full_y comih . T cance of human choice and the m < mrooted in the biblical teachmg o~ e Slflll I ' freedome of self-determinatim is
ing of human actions ~s e_xpressiOns o one s
.
.
well worth reading and Is highly recommended .
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Schaefer A: The ethics of the randomized clinical trial. New Eng J
Med 307:719-724 16 Sep 1982.
Although much discussion has been
devoted to the ethics of human
experimentation, the special problems
of the randomized clinical trial have
been somewhat neglected. To begin
with, the term "experimentation"
involves a certain ambiguity -in one
sense, every time a physician treats a
patient it involves an experiment. But
however valid this broad definition
may have been in medicine's earlier
era, the advent of the randomized
clinical trial introduces troubling
ar_nbiguities. These may involve a con~Ict of obligations between the physiCian's role of investigator and that of
personal healer. Furthermore, individ~ized treatment may have to be sacnficed in the experimental situation.
Issue.s of informed consent and of
treatment preference by the physician
are also raised. Finally, what is the
obl~gation of the physician to his
~ti~nt if, early in the course of the.
chmcal trial, one mode of treatment
seems definitely superior to another?

Parents' Guide to Adolescent Drug Addicti •n
Randy Engel

American Life Lobby, Stafford, Va., 20 pp.
This pamphlet aims at providing parents with· information aimed ~~i:
the recognition and response to adolescent drug dependence. Group t e;
"education" programs for adolescents have largely proved to be coun f .
tive and have been downplayed as a major strate~y b~ federal dn~g en o .
The material provided in this publicatiOn IS more famlly-cen~
·
agencies.
·
b
kd
Th e 1
evaluates drug involvement in the context of soc1eta1 rea own.
.
figures used may reflect an atypically bad sample, but the problem I S
widespread enough to concern every family.
The stages of development of drug addiction are adapted from I
Newton and are brief and to the point. The best part of the_ pam i
community drug control strategy based on the model of Alcohoh:~ A n
programs. The pamphlet could be a useful office handout for physicians
for adolescents and their families.

Material appearing below · is thought to be of particular interest to Linacre Quarterly readers because
of its moral, religious, or philosophic content. The
medical literature constitutes the primary, but not
the sole source of such material. In general, abstracts
are intended to reflect the substance of the original
article. Contributions and comments from readers
are invited. (E. G. Laforet, M.D., 2000 Washington
St., Newton Lower Falls, MA 02162)
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-Eugene F. Diam• 1d, M.D.
Loyola Universi1
Stritch School
Medicine

Ba~er MT, Taub HA: Readability of
Informed consent forms for re-

the prospective volunteer. However,
the readability and length of such consent forms have combined to · render
comprehensibility more difficult.
Burrow GN: Caring for AIDS patients:
· the physician's risk and responsibility. (editorial) Canad Med Assoc J
129:11811 Dec 1983.
Although the patient with AIDS
may pose a significant risk to the
physician involved in his care, professional ethics requires that the implicit
contract to provide the best possible
care to every patient may not be abrogated for this reason.
Kopelman L: Cynicism among medical
students.JAMA 250:2006-2010 21
Oct 1983.
Cynicism among medical students is
higher than among students of other
professions. This may derive from
their observation that professed ideals
are not always met. As an example of
adherence to such goals, students
should perceive that studies in which
they participate as subjects meet all
appropriate criteria for such investigations, including the requirements for
informed consent, confidentiality, and
excellence of experimental design.

search in a Veterans Administration
center. JAMA
250:2646-2648 18 Nov 1983.
. Beginning in 1966, federal guidel
llledical

riInes Were developed to protect · the
'hts of volunteers participating in
bIorn di
inf e cal research. In particular,
, llndQrmed consent documents have
ef~ ergone numerous revisions in the
ort to present full information to
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Perr IN: Famous and notorious cases,
publication and privacy. Bull Am
Acad Psychiat Law 11:207-213

1983.
The issues of privacy and of confidentiality are generally respected by
physicians in medical or psychiatric
matters involving their patients. The
right of privacy, however, is not an
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